
1 Cipher - name of specialty 5В040900 - Choreography 

 

2 

Accreditation passing (year of 
passage, period of passage) 

Based on the results of the audit of the non-commercial 

external expert commission “Independent Agency for 

Accreditation and rating” conducted in December 2017, 

it successfully passed specialized accreditation for  3 

years 

3 Training term Full time: 4 years, 3 years 

4 The awarded degree Bachelor of Education in specialty 5В040900- 

Choreography 

5 Sphere of professional activity Education 

6 Objects of professional activity - pedagogical services in the field of choreography; 

-choreographic creative centers; 

-theaters; 

-choreographic colleges; 

-schools; 

-creative activities of departmental artistic creativity; 

-creative center; 

-houses of culture and palaces; 

-studios; 

-clubs; 

-children's institutions. 

7 Subject of professional activity  - pedagogical activity of choreographers in the 

Republic of Kazakhstan and additional education; 

- organization of creative collectives; 

- conducting of professional disciplines on creative 

collective management and choreography. 

8 Types of professional activity The creative work includes: ballet art artist, ballet 

dancer, pedagogue-tutor; 

- organizer-creative activity: director of creative 

collectives, manager, administrator, propagandist of 

choreography, promotes the work of the choreographer 

of many entertaining shows; 

- educational - pedagogical activity of a teacher: 

colleges, specialized secondary schools, art schools, 

studios, creative centers and culture houses, children's 

institutions. 

- pedagogical activity in the field of choreography; 

- pedagogical activity in the field of sports and ballroom 

dance; 

- research, cultural, educational, sociological and 

research activities of all kinds of art; 

- questions in the field of social and cultural activities; 

- development of cultural and aesthetic needs of the 

society; 

- creation of creative collectives; 

- management of creative teams; 

- creation of new types and methods of rendering of 

cultural services to different societies of society; 

- teaching of special subjects; 

- carrying out pedagogical experiment and analysis 

taking into account the age and personality of pupils; 

- scientific organization of their work with the use of 

modern technological information systems 

 Bases of  practices Regional philharmonic society named after G. 



Zhubanova 

City Palace of schoolchildren 

   


